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Excavations in soft ground in the United States - National report
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r

SYNOPSIS: This report describes aspects of modem deep excavation construction and design in the United States. Trends in
excavation and wall support are presented, together with general approaches to design. The report includes case histories of
deep underground structures in Boston, Massachusetts and Dallas, Texas.

INTRODUCTION

The United States is a big country and its ground conditions
vary widely. The bay city of Boston has soft marine 'clays and

glacial tills over bedrock. Los Angeles has deep alluvial and
colluvial materials and weak sedimentary rocks, usually with a
deep groundwater table. Dallas and cities in north and mid
Texas are underlain by chalk and by soil-like shales and marls.
The National Report on Tunneling in Soft Ground in the USA
included in these proceedings presents a more expanded
overview of the variable ground conditions across the UnitedStates. " 1

These varying ground conditions result in widely different
practices of underground construction in dilferent regions and
in different cities. As a result, a variety of design methods are

adapted to the ground conditions and construction practices.
This report covers a sampling of these practices and somecurrent trends. ‘
CURRENT PRACTICES AND TRENDS

Traditional braced excavations using steel sheet piles or
soldier piles, with timber lagging and intemal bracing, are still
widely used in the United States. For economy and the
convenience of uncluttered excavations, walls are now often
anchored where anchorage can be obtained, rather than

braced. In some areas of the country secant or tangent pile
walls substitute for more conventional walls. A 15 meter tall

permanent wall for 'the Downtown Seattle Transit Project
employs cantilevered tangent piers 3.7 meters in diameter

(Haghighi and Conley, 1990). The total length of these piers
was 39 meters.

Elsewhere, earth-retaining systems using in situ

reinforcement (soil nailing, element wall, tieback wall,

reticulatednmicro pile system, etc.) are used as temporary or
permanent walls. In these systems, where the soil basically

supports itself, reinforcing elements are inserted in the ground
to increase the soil's tension capacity and limit its deformation

during and after excavation. Metal bars, small diameter piles,
or prestressed soil anchors are used as reinforcing elements.
Shotcrete, cast-in-place concrete, or precast concrete units
provide the wall facings (FHWA, 1991).

Deep mixing walls constructed by jet grouting or deep soil
mixing are relative newcomers to the U.S. market. These

methods are used for shaft construction, tempora_ry support or
excavation, or as cut-off walls, particularly where
grormdwater is contaminated and sluface or near surface

obstructions prevent the use of conventional systems. For
construction of an undergrolmd Metro station in Baltimore,

Maryland, a jet-grouted cut-off wall was used in conjunction
with a soldier pile and lagging support systems at a comer of
the excavation. The conventional SPTC diaphragm wall used
along the rest of the excavation could not be constructed at
that comer due to the presence of high voltage electric lines
crossing the excavation (Patel and Castelli, 1992).
On occasion, a congested site requires special methods.

Such a site was the Detroit, Michigan Wastewater Treatment
Plant, where a new pumping station and other facilities were
constructed. The pumping station required an excavation 38
meters in diameter and 22 meters deep. This excavation was
achieved using a circular caisson with 2 meter walls,
constructed at the ground surface and sunk by its own weight
as inner material was excavated (Figure 1). Bentonite was
used as lubricant and a temporary cutoff at the bottom was
achieved by a heeze wall.
Reinforced concrete diaphragm walls installed in slurry

trenches have been in hequent use ever since their first
application dining construction of the World Trade Center in
New York in the 1960s. For many years the diaphragm wall
was considered a temporary structure, with the permanent
structure constructed inside of it. The trend is now to either

make the diaphragm wall share the load with the inside wall
(separated by a membrane) to mainly accept the groundwater
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Figure 1. Pump station caisson (courtesy of NTH Consultants,
Detroit, Michigan).

pressure or to make the diaphragm wall serve as the Enal wall
structure. Top-down, bottom-up, and a 'combination of
construction methods are currently in use. Technical, `
practical, economical, and political factors (some of which are
unique to the U.S. market) alfect the selection of a wall
system (Munfakh, 1990).

Central`Artery Project in Boston

An old elevated highway transects downtown Boston. The

Central Artery -Proj ect will replace this elevated highway with
an underground highway with associated underground
interchanges, including several underwater crossings.
Downtown Boston is congested with many building on
shallow foundations, and diaphragm walls, either internally

braced or held with tiebacks, will be widely used with
stringent settlement and groundwater lowering limitations.
Typical ground conditions include, irom the top:
miscellaneous granular fill, soft clay with a desiccated crust,

glacial tills, and bedrock.
The principal criteria for the design of these walls were the

control of deformations and groundwater.
Proper design of the diaphragm walls requires more than one

method because no single available method accurately models
the properties of the concrete and the soil to achieve accurate
results for bothdeformations and structural stresses. For this

project, the wall structures were typically analyzed using
structural design codes such as STRUDL or STAAD, with
soil reactions represented by springs. Displacements were
modeled using two-dimensional Enite element models such as
Soilstruct and J-Fest that simulated the entire excavation and

support sequence. The two types of analyses were calibrated
against each other and rerun until the analyses yielded
compatible results.
The- diaphragm wall depths were determined by one or more

of the following criteria or methods:

l. Resistance to vertical loads (tieback load components,

dead and live loads) by Eiction or end beaiing. Friction on the
back above excavation level was ignored for anchored walls.

2. Balancing of horizontal loads and moments; walls were
sometimes designed to cantilever from the bottom level of
bracing.

3. Groundwater cutoif, to maintain bottom stability (piping,
quicksand, upliit), limit seepage into the excavation and '
maintain groundwater levels on the outside.

4. Basal heave in soft soil.

5. Global, slip-circle stability of extemally braced
excavations.

The last two items were generally not applicable in Boston
because the walls penetrate into competent soil or rock.

Struts were spaced as far apart as practical and designed for
loads based on either traditional load distributions for vertical

beam analysis or for staged construction.
Excavations are typically instrumented using inclinometers in

and behind the walls, settlement markers on buildings, at the

ground surface, and at depth, and piezometers.

Boston Underground Car Parks

Several imderground car parks have been constructed in
Boston in recent years using diaphragm walls and top-down
construction., The Post Ofiice Square Garage is 23 meters
deep and holds seven levels. The recently completed North
Station Transportation Improvement Project includes a iive

level car park and is 18 meters deep. This car park will also
serve as the foundation for a sports arena above.
Typical soil conditions for the North Station Transportation

Improvement Proj ect are shown on Figure 2, which also
shows the foundations for the adjacent existing Boston Garden

Arena. The 900 mm diaphragm wall was carried to a depth of
2.4 meters below Enal grade or 1 meter into bedrock,

whichever was deeper. The wall was designed in a fashion
similar to that described for the Central Artery Project, using a
combination of structural (beam-on-elastic foundation) and
inite element computer programs. The diaphragm wall is the
permanent wall; no interior wall is provided.

Because of concem for settlement of the Boston Garden,

individual slurry panels opposite existing pile caps were
limited to a maximum width of 2.4 meters and permitted to

stand open only 24 hours.
Horizontal wall displacements predicted by the Enite element

analyses and actually measured by inclinometers are shown on
Figure 2. The actual displacements at ground level are larger
than those shown by the analyses because the analyses did not
consider concrete floor slab shrinkage and temperature effects
on the structural steel groimd floor across the 90 meter wide
structure.

For this project, as for most such projects in Boston, a
pennanent dewatering system is provided below the bottom
floor to prevent heave of the floor and inundation by
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Figure 3. Cross section of SSC mteraction hall.
\

40 ' tests. Residual soil and weathered marl reach a depth of 10
Figure 2. Lateral wall' displacements at North Station Project

groundwater. This is acceptable because the cutoff provided
by the wall.is sulicient to prevent excessive groundwater
lowering outside the wall. For the Central Artery structures,
hold-down anchors have been proposed to withstand the water
pressures.

Interaction Halls for the Superconducting Super Collider,
Texas

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is one of the
largest underground construction projects ongoing in the U.S.
The project includes more than 100 km of tunnel at depths
between 15 and 90 meters, over 50 shafts, as well as two large
underground interaction halls. The 86 km oval SSC will
contain intersecting superconducting magnets enclosing
counterrotating proton beams. The proton collisions will
produce quarks and other subatomic particles for analysis.
The collisions will occur in the two interaction halls, each
approximately 32 meters wide, 100 meters long, and founded
at a depth of 65 meters. A clear traveling crane space of
about 30 meters in height will be required as will 8 meters of

earth cover on the roof for shielding (Figure 3).
The interaction halls are founded in competent Austin Chalk,

a limestone with a 'compressive strength of about 14 MPa.
Most of the wall depths, however, are in Taylor Marl, a weak

shale  up to 25 percent calcium carbonate.
The compressive strength of the marl varies from about 1.4

MPa at 10 meters to about 2.1 MPa at the marl/chalk

interface. ,Drained parameters of the marl include a cohesion
of 0.35 MPa' and a hiction angle 30 degrees or higher, as
determined hom consolidated rmdrained and drained triaxial

meters Hom ground level.

Permanent tiebacks up to 40 meters long and design loads up
to 1800 kN are anticipated. The tiebacks will be multistrand
tendons with corrosion protection sleeves, anchored at the
wall face against double-channel soldier piles, installed in
drilled holes, Elled with weak concrete, and spaced
approximately 3 meters apart. Fiber reinforced shotcrete will
support the ground between soldier piles.
Design loads for anchors were determined based on wall

stability analyses using slip-circles and standard slope stability
computer programs, as well as postulated wedge failure
analyses with both undrained and drained parameters. Re
entrant excavation comers required complex, three
dimensional wedge block analyses.

Construction will occur in stages. First a wide sloped
excavation will be carried to about 9 meters in depth. Then
the soldier piles will be installed. Excavation will then
proceed in stages such that anchors will be installed with a
minimum of exposed vertical cut. Tieback anchors will each
be tested to 1.33 times the design load and then locked off at a
load of 80 percent of the design load. As excavation proceeds
below each anchor elevation,`lateral ground motions toward
the excavation will tend to stress the anchors further.

Elastic and elasto-plastic finite element analyses were
conducted simulating the staged excavation and anchor
stressing processing to determine the appropriate anchor lock
off load. The analyses indicated (Figure 4) that a lock-off load
of 80 percent of the design load would result in hnal anchor
loads less than design load.
Monitoring will be carried out to ascertain the continued

safety of the excavation and to verify predictions of long-term
performance. Monitoring will include inclinometers at and
behind the walls, heave gauges, piezometers, horizontal
displacements, vertical settlements, and anchor loads and
displacements.
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Figure I4. Tieback anchor loads for SSC interaction hall wall.

Eventually, the hall roof will act as a strut, accepting
horizontal loads resulting Hom long-term relaxation of the
anchors closer to the roof Strain gauges installed in the roof
structure will monitor the long-term horizontal loads.

sErsMrc ANALYSIS OF UNDERGROUNDSTRUCTURES ,
It is recognized that underground structures generally are not
vulnerable to effects of earthquakes. Nonetheless, it has been
necessary in the United States to verify by analysis the safety
_of these structures against seismic events and to introduce

design' details to reduce their seismic vulnerability.
Considering the function of most underground structures as
lifelines, the trend has been to ascertain their continued

function after an earthquake.
Early analyses of both subway stations and running tunnels

were conducted by Erst estimating the free-field distortion of
the soil mass for a given seismic event (dependent on the
shear modulus of the soil) and then analyzing the structure's
response to the distortion, assuming the structure to move with

the soil. When this method was used later on rigid box

structures for the Taipei Metro and for the Boston Central
Artery, where extensive layers of soft clay prevail, it was
found that the resulting designs were much too conservative.
A series of soil-structure dynamic interaction simulations have

now been performed (Wang, l993)_ resulting in a relatively
rigorous relationship between the soil-structure flexibility ratio
and the Hee-field distortion modification. In other words,

knowing the ratio between the shear rigidity of the soil mass
and that of the structure that it replaces, one can estimate the
ratio between the free-field distortion and that of the structure.

As expected, when the soil/structure flexibility ratio is near
unity, the structure response very nearly approximates that of

the soil. A rigid structure may deform much less than the soil,
and thus be subjected to lower moments and thrusts than if it
were to move directly with the soil. -On the other hand, a
flexible structure in a stiff soil could be subjected to
significant amplification. Fortunately, the free-field seismic
distortion in stiff soils is generally small.

Analysis using these new methods offers significant economy
for the seismic design of undergrolmd structures.

CONCLUSIONS

The case histories illustrate several pragmatic approaches to
the design of lmderground structures, each adapted to a
particular site condition or construction method, and each
involving components of traditional empirical analyses and
sophisticated numerical analyses, with checks and balances
involving displacements. No single, rigorous approach can be
adapted to all circumstances.
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